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FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF FORMAL LEGENDRIAN AND
HORIZONTAL EMBEDDING SPACES
EDUARDO FERNA´NDEZ, JAVIER MARTI´NEZ-AGUINAGA, AND FRANCISCO PRESAS
Abstract. We compute the fundamental group of each connected component of the space
of formal Legendrian embeddings in R3. We use it to show that previous examples in the
literature of non trivial loops of Legendrian embeddings are already non trivial at the formal
level. Likewise, we compute the fundamental group of the different connected components
of the space of formal horizontal embeddings into the standard Engel R4. We check that
this computes the fundamental group of the space of horizontal embeddings as well.
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1. Introduction.
The computation of the homotopy type of the space of Legendrian embeddings into a contact
3-fold has a long story. For a while, it was thought that the computation could be made at
the formal level. We mean by that that the inclusion of the space of Legendrian embeddings
into the space of formal Legendrian embeddings, i.e. the space of pairs: smooth embedding
and formal Legendrian derivative, was a weak homotopy equivalence. This was proven to be
wrong in the key article [4]; in which it was shown that the formal space associated to the
standard contact R3 possesses some formal connected components that are not representable
by Legendrian knots. In other words, the restriction of the induced map of the inclusion at
pi0-level was not surjective. This was the first hint of ridigity phenomena in contact topology.
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Later on, there has been an industry checking how far the inclusion map is at pi0-level from
being injective or surjective [12, 7, 11, 20, 23].
The next step was the study of higher homotopy groups. This was developed by Ka´lma´n [19]
using pseudoholomorphic curves invariants and by Sabloff and Sullivan [22] using generating
functions invariants. However, they just checked that the elements in the homotopy in the
Legendrian embeddings space were trivial as elements in the smooth embedding space. We
show that all Ka´lma´n’s examples are non trivial in the space of formal Legendrian embed-
dings, see Section 4. This makes unnecessary the use of sophisticated invariants. In order to
do that, we compute the fundamental group of the space of formal Legendrian embeddings.
This is the content of Section 3. In fact, we believe that all the known examples are formally
non trivial.
Moreover, the analogous problem for horizontal embeddings into Engel manifolds satisfies an
h-principle at pi0-level [1, 15, 21]. In Section 5, we compute the fundamental group of the
space of formal horizontal embeddings into the standard Engel R4. We check that it is Z⊕Z2
where the first component is a rotation invariant that captures the formal immersion class of
the loop and the second component captures the formal embedding class of the loop, similarly
to the Thurston-Bennequin invariant in the Legendrian case. In Section 6, we provide a way
of combinatorially computing this Z2-invariant.
Finally, in Section 7, we check that the formal fundamental group is isomorphic to the
fundamental group, i.e. the Z2-invariant completely classifies the fundamental group of
horizontal embeddings. Independently, Casals and del Pino have shown that there is a full
h-principle for horizontal embeddings [6]. Although our proof is more particular, it has the
advantage of not using the topology of the space of smooth embeddings. Therefore, we prove
as a corollary that the space of smooth embeddings of circles into R4 is simply connected [5].
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2. Spaces of embeddings of the circle into the euclidean space.
Denote by Emb(N,M) the space of embeddings of a manifold N into a manifold M equipped
with the C1-topology.
2.1. The space Emb(S1,R3).
Theorem 2.1.1 (Hatcher, [16]). The space of parametrized unknotted circles in R3 has the
homotopy type of SO(3).
The group SO(4) acts freely on the connected component Embp,q(S1, S3) ⊆ Emb(S1, S3) of
the parametrized (p, q) torus knot as
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SO(4)× Embp,q(S1, S3) −→ Embp,q(S1, S3)
(A, γ) 7−→ A · γ.
Thus, we have an inclusion SO(4) ↪→ Embp,q(S1,S3). The following result holds:
Theorem 2.1.2 (Hatcher, [17]). The inclusion SO(4) ↪→ Embp,q(S1,S3) is a homotopy equiv-
alence.
As a consequence of these results we obtain that
Corollary 2.1.3. Let Emb0(S1,R3),Embp,q(S1,R3) ⊆ Emb(S1,R3) be the connected compo-
nent of the parametrized unknots or of the parametrized (p, q) torus knots, respectively. The
fundamental groups of these spaces are given by
• pi1(Emb0(S1,R3)) ∼= Z2,
• pi1(Embp,q(S1,R3)) ∼= Gp,q o Z2,
where Gp,q is the knot group of the (p, q) torus knot.
Proof. The case of the connected component Emb0(S1,R3) follows directly from Theorem
2.1.1.
We need to study the connected component Embp,q(S1,R3) to conclude the proof. Consider
the following space
S tereop,q = {(γ, x) : x /∈ Image(γ)} ⊆ Embp,q(S1,R3)× S3.
We have two natural fibrations associated to the projection maps
Embp,q(S1,R3) 

// S tereop,q

S3\Kp,q   // S tereop,q

S3 Embp,q(S1,S3)
where Kp,q is the image of the standard (p, q) torus knot in S3. From the first fibration we
obtain
pi1(Embp,q(S1,R3)) ∼= pi1(S tereop,q).
Moreover, from the second one and the fact that Embp,q(S1,S3) has the homotopy type of
SO(4) (Theorem 2.1.2), we obtain that the sequence
0 // Gp,q // pi1(S tereop,q) // Z2 // 0
is exact. Now, it is a simple exercise to check that this sequence is right split. 
2.2. The space Emb(S1,R4).
Theorem 2.2.1 (Budney, [5]). The space Emb(S1,R4) is 1-connected and pi2(Emb(S1,R4)) ∼=
Z⊕ Z.
Let us describe the generators of pi2(Emb(S1,R4)). The first one is defined as follows: Write
R4 = R×R3 and let {e1, e2, e3, e4} be the canonical basis of R4. For every point p ∈ S2 ⊆ R3
take the standard parametrized unknot in span{p, e1} centered at p and tangent to the line
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p γp
Figure 1. Construction of SU (schematically).
generated by e1 at 0. This gives us a 2-parametric family of knots, that we denote by SU ,
whose homotopy class is the generator (1, 0) of pi2(Emb(S1,R4)). Explicitly, SU is defined as:
SU : S2 −→ Emb(S1,R4)
p 7−→ γp(t)
where, if p = (λ1, λ2, λ3) ∈ S2,
γp(t) = cos(2pit)e1 + (1 + sin(2pit))(λ1e2 + λ2e3 + λ3e4).
The generator (0, 1) is constructed as follows. Since Emb(S1,R4) is simply connected the
Hurewicz map h : pi2(Emb(S1,R4))→ H2(Emb(S1,R4);Z) is an isomorphism. So, it is enough
to give a homological description of the generator. Take a parametrized trefoil knot C1-close
to R2 ⊆ R3 ⊆ R4 and collapse two crosses of the embedding. This provides an immersion
C1-close to R2 ⊆ R4. There is a S1 × S1 family of perturbations to an actual embedding in
R4. Hence, we have a map HT : T2 → Emb(S1,R4), i.e. a second homology class [HT ]. The
second generator (0, 1) of pi2(Emb(S1,R4)) is just h−1[HT ].
(a) Trefoil
C1-close to
R2 ⊆ R3 ⊆ R4.
(b) Immersion af-
ter collapsing two
of the crossings.
(c) S1×S1 ways of
undoing the cross-
ings.
Figure 2. Description of the construction of HT .
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3. Formal Legendrian Embeddings in R3.
We denote by ξ the standard contact structure in R3 given by ξ = ker(dz−ydx). Throughout
the section we fix the Legendrian framing ∂y.
3.1. Formal Legendrian Embeddings in R3.
Definition 3.1.1. An immersion γ : S1 → R3 is said to be Legendrian if γ′(t) ∈ ξγ(t) for all
t ∈ S1. When γ is an embedding, we say it is a Legendrian embedding.
Definition 3.1.2.
(a) A formal Legendrian immersion in R3 is a pair (γ, F ) such that:
(i) γ : S1 → R3 is a smooth map.
(ii) F : S1 → TR3\{0} satisfies F (t) ∈ ξγ(t).
(b) A formal Legendrian embedding in R3 is a pair (γ, Fs), satisfying:
(i) γ : S1 → R3 is an embedding.
(ii) Fs : S1 → γ∗(TR3 \ {0}), is a 1-parametric family, s ∈ [0, 1], such that F0 = γ′ and
F1(t) ∈ ξγ(t).
Fix a trivialization of ξ and identify ξ ≡ R2. From now on, we will understand the map
F : S1 → S1 ≡ S2 ∩ R2 and the family Fs : S1 → S2 with F1 : S1 → S1 ≡ S2 ∩ R2.
Denote by LegImm(R3) the space of Legendrian immersions in R3, by Leg(R3) the space of
Legendrian embeddings in R3, by LegImmstrict(R3) = LegImm(R3)\Leg(R3) the space of
strict Legendrian immersions, by FLegImm(R3) the space of formal Legendrian immersions
in R3 and by FLeg(R3) the space of formal Legendrian embeddings in R3. All these spaces
are endowed with the C1-topology. These definitions make sense for immersions and embed-
dings of the interval. We define LegImm([0, 1],R3), Leg([0, 1],R3), LegImmstrict([0, 1],R3),
FLegImm([0, 1],R3) and FLeg([0, 1],R3) analogously.
Remark 3.1.3. It is well-known that h-principle holds for Legendrian immersions (see [10]).
Hence, pi0(LegImm(R3)) ∼= Z, pi1(LegImm(R3)) ∼= Z and pik(LegImm(R3)) = 0, for all k ≥ 2.
The connected components of LegImm(R3) are given by the rotation number. The rotation
number of an Legendrian immersion γ is Rot(γ) = deg(γ′ : S1 → S1). Let us explain the
group pi1(LegImm(R3)) ∼= Z. Take a loop γθ in LegImm(R3), the integer is just RotL(γθ) =
deg(θ → (γθ)′(0)), we call this number rotation number of the loop. These invariants make
sense in the formal case and the definitions are the obvious one.
3.2. The space FLeg(R3). Consider the space F̂Leg(R3) = {(γ, F )|γ ∈ Emb(S1,R3), F ∈
M aps(S1, S1)}. We have a natural fibration FLeg(R3) → F̂Leg(R3). In order to compute
the homotopy of FLeg(R3), take γ ∈ Leg(R3) and fix (γ, γ′) as base point. The fiber over
this point is F = F(γ,γ′) = Ωγ′(M aps(S1, S2)). We have the following exact sequence of
homotopy groups associated to the fibration:
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· · · // pi2(F̂Leg(R3))
tt
pi1(F) // pi1(FLeg(R3)) // pi1(F̂Leg(R3))
tt
pi0(F) // pi0(FLeg(R3)) // pi0(F̂Leg(R3)) // 0
Notice that F̂Leg(R3) has the homotopy type of Emb(S1,R3)×S1×Z. Hence, pi0(F̂Leg(R3)) ∼=
pi0(Emb(S1,R3)) ⊕ Z, where the integer is the rotation number. Moreover, pi1(F̂Leg(R3)) ∼=
pi1(Emb(S1,R3)) ⊕ Z and the Z factor is given by the rotation number of the loop. Finally,
pik(F̂Leg(R3)) ∼= pik(Emb(S1,R3)) for all k ≥ 2.
The homotopy groups of F are easily computable. Just observe that there is a fibration
M aps(S1, S2) → S2 defined via the evaluation map, with fiber over p ∈ S2 given by Ωp(S2).
As every element [f ] ∈ pin(S2) can be lifted to an element [fn] ∈ pin(M aps(S1,S2)), defined
as
fn(p)(t) = f(p), t ∈ S1, p ∈ Sn,
all the diagonal maps in the associated exact sequence are zero. So, we have
pi0(F) ∼= pi1(Ωp(S2)) ∼= pi2(S2) ∼= Z, pi1(F) ∼= pi2(S2)⊕ pi2(Ωp(S2)) ∼= pi2(S2)⊕ pi3(S2) ∼= Z⊕ Z
and pi2(F) ∼= pi3(S2)⊕ pi3(Ωp(S2)) ∼= pi3(S2)⊕ pi4(S2) ∼= Z⊕ Z2.
Lemma 3.2.1. pi0(FLeg(R3)) ∼= pi0(Emb(S1,R3))⊕ Z⊕ Z.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that every element in pi1(F̂Leg(R3)) ∼= pi1(Emb(S1,R3))⊕Z can
be lifted to an element in pi1(FLeg(R3)).
Take a loop β̂(t) = (γ, F t1) in F̂Leg(R3) with [β̂] = (0, 1) ∈ pi1(Emb(S1,R3)) ⊕ Z. In coordi-
nates, since we may assume that γ ∈ Leg(R3), we write γ′(z) = (cos(θ(z)), sin(θ(z)), 0) and
F t1(z) = (cos(θ
t(z)), sin(θt(z)), 0), z ∈ S1. Define F ts as (see Figure 3):
F ts(z) =
{
(cos(4pis) cos(θ(z)), cos(4pis) sin(θ(z)), sin(4pis)) if 0 ≤ s ≤ 12 ,
(cos(4pi(s− 1)) cos(θt(z)), cos(4pi(s− 1)) sin(θt(z)),− sin(4pi(s− 1))) if 12 ≤ s ≤ 1,
the loop β(t) = (γ, F ts) is a lift of β̂(t) to pi1(FLeg(R3)).
Now, take a loop β̂(t) = (γt, F1) in F̂Leg(R3) with [β̂] = ([γt], 0) ∈ pi1(Emb(S1,R3))⊕Z. Let
γ′ : S1 × S1 → S2 be defined by γ′(t, r) = (γt)′(r), we need to show that γ′ is homotopic to
the map F1 : S1 × S1 → S2, given by F1(t, r) = F1(r). Observe that deg(F1) = 0, so we just
need to show that deg(γ′) = 0 to complete the proof.
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γ'
F1t
Figure 3. Construction of F ts .
Indeed, the map
(1) Gε(t, r) =

(γt)′(r) if ε = 0,
γt(r+ε)−γt(r)
||γt(r+ε)−γt(r)|| if 0 < ε < 1,
−(γt)′(r) if ε = 1,
is well-defined, because {γt} ⊆ Emb(S1,R3), then γ′ is homotopic to −γ′ and deg(γ′) = 0.

3.3. Classification of formal Legendrian embeddings in R3. We have checked that
pi0(FLeg(R3)) ∼= pi0(Emb(S1,R3)) ⊕ Z ⊕ Z. The first Z corresponds to the rotation number
and we will show that the second one corresponds to the Thurston-Bennequin invariant.
Let us refine the definition of formal Legendrian embedding to extend the definition of the
Thurston-Bennequin invariant to the formal case.
Definition 3.3.1. A formal extended Legendrian embedding in R3 is a pair (γ,Gs), satisfying:
(i) γ : S1 → R3 is a embedding.
(ii) Gs : S1 → SO(3), is a smooth family in the parametrer s ∈ [0, 1], such that G0 = Id
and G1(γ
′) ∈ ξ.
We denote FELeg(R3) for the space of formal extended Legendrian embeddings in R3 equipped
with the C1-topology.
Remark 3.3.2. Observe that if (γ,Gs) ∈ FELeg(R3) then (γ,Gs(γ′)) defines a formal Leg-
endrian embedding. Moreover, the fibers of the fibration FELeg(R3) → FLeg(R3) are con-
tractible, so this map is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Given (γ,Gs) ∈ FELeg(R3) we have a well-defined formal contact framing FFCont of ν(G1(γ′))
given by the Legendrian condition Gs(γ
′) ⊆ ξ. Then, G−11 (FFCont) defines a framing of the
normal bundle ν of γ. On the other hand, we have a topological framing FTop of ν given by
a Seifert surface of γ.
Definition 3.3.3. Let (γ,Gs) ∈ FELeg(R3). The Thurston-Bennequin invariant is tb(γ,Gs) =
twν(G
−1
1 (FFCont),FTop), i.e. the twisting of G−11 (FFCont) with respect to FTop.
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Notice that the Thurston-Bennequin invariant is defined over F̂ELeg(R3) = {(γ,G)|γ ∈
Emb(S1,R3), G ∈ SO(3), G(γ′) ∈ ξ}. Furthermore, since the unique oriented S1-bundle over
S1 is the trivial one, F̂ELeg(R3) has the homotopy type of Emb(S1,R3)×S1×S1×Z×Z. The
first Z is just the rotation number and the second one corresponds to the Thurston-Bennequin
invariant.
Now we can state the main result of this section, which is well-known in the literature.
Theorem 3.3.4. Formal Legendrian embeddings are classified by their parametrized knot
type, rotation number and Thurston-Bennequin invariant.
The proof of this result follows directly using the fibration FELeg(R3)→ F̂ELeg(R3) and the
fact that the map FELeg(R3)→ FLeg(R3) is a weak homotopy equivalence.
3.4. Fundamental group of formal Legendrian Embeddings in R3. As a consequence
of Lemma 3.2.1 we have that the following sequence is exact:
· · · // pi2(FLeg(R3)) // pi2(F̂Leg(R3))
tt
pi1(F) // pi1(FLeg(R3)) // pi1(F̂Leg(R3)) // 0
Take a 2-sphere (γz, F z1 ) in F̂Leg(R3), the diagonal map d : pi2(F̂Leg(R3))→ pi1(F) measures
the obstruction to lift (γz, F z1 ) to a 2-sphere (γ
z, F zs ) in FLeg(R3), i.e. the obstruction to
find a homotopy between the map γ′ : S2 × S1 → S2, defined by γ′(z, t) = (γz)′(t), and
the map F1 : S2 × S1 → S2, defined by F1(z, t) = F z1 (t). Note that by the Legendrian
condition F1 is nullhomotopic, since it is not surjective. The first obstruction to find this
homotopy is just the degree of γ′0(z) = γ′(z, 0) and corresponds to the first Z factor of
pi1(F) ∼= pi2(S2)⊕pi3(S2) ∼= Z⊕Z. In particular, since γ′0 is homotopic to −γ′0 this obstruction
vanishes (see equation (1)).
Theorem 3.4.1. The sequence
0 // Z⊕ Z/mZ // pi1(FLeg(R3)) // pi1(Emb(S1,R3))⊕ Z // 0
is exact, where m ≥ 0. In particular, if we fix the connected component Emb′(S1,R3) ⊆
Emb(S1,R3) of the parametrized unknot or of the parametrized (p, q) torus knot we have
m = 0 and so
0 // Z⊕ Z // pi1(FLeg(R3)) // pi1(Emb′(S1,R3))⊕ Z // 0
is exact.
Proof. We only need to check the particular cases mentioned above. For the connected
component Emb0(S1,R3) of the parametrized unknot the result from the Theorem 2.1.1.
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On the other hand, fix the connected component Embp,q(S1,R3) of the parametrized (p, q)
torus knot and consider the commutative diagram
Embp,q(S1,R3) 

//
 _

Embp,q(S1,S3)
 _

Imm(S1,R3) 

// Imm(S1, S3)
defined by the natural inclusions, where Imm(N,M) denotes the space of immersions of a
manifold N into a manifold M .
Since h-principle holds for immersions (see [18] or [10]) we have that Imm(S1,R3) has the
homotopy type ofM aps(S1,S2) and Imm(S1, S3) has the homotopy type ofM aps(S1,S3)×
M aps(S1, S2). Moreover, the map induced by the inclusion Embp,q(S1,R3) ↪→ Imm(S1,R3)
at pi2-level is just the diagonal map d : pi2(F̂Leg(R3))→ pi1(F).
Consider the induced commutative diagram at pi2-level
pi2(Embp,q(S1,R3)) //

pi2(Embp,q(S1,S3))

pi2(Imm(S1,R3)) // pi2(Imm(S1, S3))
since pi2(Embp,q(S1,S3)) is trivial, Theorem 2.1.2, it is sufficient to show that the homomor-
phism pi2(Imm(S1,R3)) → pi2(Imm(S1,S3)) is injective to conclude the proof; but this is
clear. 
4. An application: Ka´lma´n’s loop.
4.1. Ka´lma´n’s loop. Ka´lma´n has built a series of examples of loops of Legendrian torus
knots non-contractible in the space Leg(R3) although contractible in Emb(S1,R3) [19]. Let
us prove that it is not either contractible as a loop of formal Legendrian embeddings; that
is, in the space FLeg(R3). We will prove that they are not contractible for any choice of
parametrization, thus they are not contractible as loops of unparametrized knots.
Consider a Legendrian (p, q) torus knot, a loop is described in Figure 4. The loop takes the p
strands of the knot to the cyclic rotation of them. This geometrically corresponds to a 2pi/p
rotation along the core of the defining torus. Let us consider 2p concatenations of this loop.
Thus, it is generated by two full rotations along the core of the torus.
Regard S3
(√
2
)
as the
√
2 radius sphere in C2. Consider the canonical torus
T2can = {(z1, z2) ∈ C2 : ‖z1‖ = 1, ‖z2‖ = 1}.
4.1.1. Simplified position. First, we will deform through formal loops the initial loop into a
formal loop in a “simplified” position.
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Figure 4. The loop in front projection (p = 7, q = 3). Note that we have to
cycle 2p = 14 times.
Step 1. Consider the contactomorphism f(x, y, z) = (x/r, y/r, z/r2) in the standard R3.
By using it, we assume that the defining torus for the loop has arbitrarily small meridional
radius. Therefore, the knot is C1−close to the core β of the torus. Moreover, by further
shrinking, the knot and the core β, they may be assumed to be arbitrarily close to ker dz;
i.e. C1-close to their lagrangian projections.
(a) Front projection of the
knot and the core (in red
colour).
(b) Knot C1−close to the core.
Figure 5. C1−approximation of the knot to the core, shown in the front
projection.
Step 2. Denote γθ the initial loop of Legendrian embeddings. Understood as a formal loop,
it is written as (γθ, F θs ), where F
θ
s = (γ
θ)′. Let us construct a 1−parametric family of formal
loops (γθ,us , F
θ,u
s ), u ∈ [0, 1], defined as follows
(i) γθ,u = γθ,
(ii) F θ,us = (1− s)(γθ)′ + s
(
(1− u)(γθ)′ + u∂y
)
.
This is a family of formal loops, since (γθ)′ is never a negative multiple of ∂y. To check that,
recall that β is C1−close to γθ.
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Step 3. We consider the family of rotations {rv ∈ SO(3)}v∈[0,1] taking the quadrant XY to
the quadrant −ZX, see Figure 6. Construct a family of formal loops (γθ,u, F θ,us ), u ∈ [1, 2],
as follows
(i) γθ,u = ru−1 · γθ,
(ii) F θ,us = (1− s)(γθ,u)′ + s
(
(2− u)(γθ,u)′ + (u− 1)∂y
)
.
Again, this is a family of formal loops because (γθ,u)′ is never a negative multiple of ∂y. Note
that we are using that γθ is C1−close to β.
Step 4. Finally, we turn over half of the lobes of our loop of knots r1 · γt as shown in Figure
4 for the C1−close knot r1 · β.
We have proven that our initial loop of Legendrian embeddings is homotopic to the loop of
formal Legendrian embeddings (γ˜θ, F˜ θs ) defined as follows:
(i) γ˜θ is the loop of parametrized (p, q) torus knots supported in the torus associated to
the unknot contained in the plane XZ. The loop is obtained by rotating 4ppi radians
in the parallel direction the standard (p, q) embedding,
(ii) F˜ θs = (1− s)(γ˜θ)′ + s (∂y).
X
Y
Z
(a) Step 2.
X
Y
Z
-Z
X
(b) Step 3.
X
-Z
X
-Z
(c) Step 4.
Figure 6. Construction of the path of loops.
4.2. Set of parametrizations of the family of loops. As an outcome of the previous dis-
cussion, we may assume that our formal Legendrian parametrized torus knot can be written
as (γp,q, F p,qs ), where
• γp,q(t) = (e2pipit, e2piiqt) ∈ T2can ⊂ S3(√2) ⊂ C2.
In order to write F p,qs we need to introduce some notation.
(
R4, i, j, k
)
denotes the quater-
nions. For z ∈ S3 (√2), it is simple to check that ξstd(z) = 〈jz, kz〉 and the Reeb vector field
R(z) = iz.
• F p,qs (t) = s (jγp,q(t)) + (1− s) (γp,q)′ (t),
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that is well defined since (γp,q)′ (t) /∈ ξ (γp,q(t)) if gcd(p, q) = 1.
For this particular choice of parametrization, the loop can be written as
(
γp,q,θ(t), F p,q,θs (t)
)
,
where
• γp,q,θ(t) = (e2piit, e2pii2θe2piiqt),
• F p,q,θs (t) = s
(
jγp,q,θ(t)
)
+ (1− s) (γp,q,θ)′ (t),
that is also well defined. We will show that any possible parametrization of the loop is a
non-trivial loop of parametrized embeddings. A simple exercise shows
Lemma 4.2.1. The set of all possible parametrizations of the formal Legendrian loop, up to
homotopy, is defined as
γθ(t) =
(
e2piimθ 0
0 e2piinθ
)(
e2piipt
e2piiqt
)
F θs (t) = s
(
jγθ(t)
)
+ (1− s)
(
γθ
)′
(t)
where (m,n) = (2α, 2β) satisfying that (α, β) is not collinear with (p, q) and either (α, β) =
(±1, 0), (0,±1) or gcd(α, β) = 1.
We will prove a more general statement.
Proposition 4.2.2. The loop of formal Legendrian embeddings
• γθ(t) =
(
e2piimθ 0
0 e2piinθ
)(
e2piipt
e2piiqt
)
• F θs (t) = s
(
jγθ(t)
)
+ (1− s) (γθ)′ (t).
is non trivial as a loop of formal Legendrian parametrized embeddings for any (m,n) =
(2α, 2β) with (α, β) 6= (0, 0).
This proves that the loop is non trivial as a loop of non parametrized formal Legendrian
knots. Since Proposition 4.2.2, in particular, proves that it is non trivial for any choice of
parametrization.
4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.2.2. Without loss of generality, assume that m,n ≥ 0. Recall
that the smooth loop γθ(t) lies on SO(4) ⊂ Embp,q(S1, S3), i.e. γθ(t) = Aθγ0(t), where
Aθ ∈ SO(4). Since m+n is an even integer, there is a family {A˜z}z∈D such that A˜e2piiθ = Aθ.
Since pi2(SO(4)) = 0, the disk A˜z is unique up to homotopy fixing the boundary. And, by
Theorem 2.1.2, the disk A˜z · γ0 is also unique relative to the boundary in Embp,q(S1, S3).
By Theorem 3.4.1, we have the following exact sequence:
0 // pi1 (F) m1// pi1
(
FLeg(R3)
) m2 // pi1 (F̂Leg(R3)) // 0.
Thus, in order to prove that our (2α, 2β) loop ` =
(
γθ, F θs
) ∈ pi1 (FLeg(R3)) is non trivial.
We distinguish two cases:
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4.3.1. Case 1. β = 0. Since m2(`) ∈ pi1
(
Embp,q(S1,S3)
)⊕ Z is zero, there exists A ∈ pi1(F)
such that m1(A) = `. We will geometrically check that A 6= 0 and therefore, by the injectivity
of m1, the non triviality of ` will follow.
The loop is written as:
γθ(t) = Aθ ·
(
e2piipt
e2piiqt
)
=
(
e4αpiiθ 0
0 1
)(
e2piipt
e2piiqt
)
Figure 7. Visualization of the (2, 0)−movement for a (5, 2) torus knot.
By the stereographic projection, the loop is written in R3 as
γθ(t) = Bθγ
0(t),
where γ0(t) = ((cos(2piqt) + 2) cos(2pipt), (cos(2piqt) + 2) sin(2pipt),− sin(2piqt))ᵀ is the stan-
dard (p, q) torus knot.
Bθ =
 cos 4piαθ − sin 4piαθ 0sin 4piαθ cos 4piαθ 0
0 0 1

that is bounded by γ˜z(t) = B˜zγ
0(t), where B˜z ∈ SO(3) such that B˜e2piiθ = Bθ and is
homotopic to A˜z inside SO(4).
We find a disk Dˆ(r,θ) = (γ¯re
2piiθ
, ∂y)r∈[0,1] in F̂Leg(R3) such that γ¯e
2piiθ
= γθ. We try to lift
Dˆ(r,θ) to a disk D(r,θ) in FLeg(R3), i.e. we need to find a family of formal derivatives F
r,θ
s
such that F r,θ0 = B˜re2piiθ
(
γ0
)′
, F r,θ1 = ∂y and F
1,θ
s = s∂y + (1− s)
(
γθ
)′
. (See Figure 8). The
obstruction to find F r,θs is equivalent to 0 6= A ∈ pi1 (F) .
Collapse F r,θ1 to a point and understand the cylinder F
r,θ
s as a 2-sphere. We have a family
of maps Ht : S2 → S2, t ∈ S1, and it suffices to show that there does not exist an extension
H˜t : D3 → S2 such that H˜t|S2 ≡ Ht. We will prove that there does not exist an extension
H˜t0 : D3 → S2 for t = t0. In order to see this, we will verify that deg(Ht0) is nonzero.1
1This degree is the first element of pi1 (F) ∼= Z⊕ Z.
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(a) Obstruction cilinder. (b) Obstruction sphere.
Figure 8. Obstruction figures.
We give an explicit description of {B˜z} in SO(3), for the (2, 0)-parametrization. Identify
SO(3) with RP3 as follows. Understand RP3 as the 3-disk of radius pi with its boundary
points identified via the antipodal map. Then a point p = (p1, p2, p3) in the described 3-disk
corresponds in SO(3) to the rotation of angle α =
√
p21 + p
2
2 + p
2
3 in R3 around the axis
described by its position vector p. Finally, the loop Bθ is homotopically equivalent to the
following loop in {Z = 0} ∩ RP3 ⊂ RP3:
β(θ) =
{
(0,−1 + 4θ, 0) if 0 ≤ θ ≤ 12 ,
(0,−3 + 4θ, 0) if 12 ≤ θ ≤ 1,
defining the loop in
(
D3/ ∼) ≡ SO(3). Then {B˜z} is described in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Explicit construction of the capping disk.
Considering the described disk as the upper hemisphere of the obstruction sphere and the
linear interpolation with ∂y as the lower hemisphere, we get a family of maps Ht : S2 → S2,
t ∈ S1, it can be checked that deg(Ht0) = 2.
The argument for (2α, 0), α > 1, easily follows. The capping disk consists of the concatena-
tion of α capping disks {B˜z}. We obtain deg(Ht0) = 2α. This concludes the argument.
4.3.2. Case 2. β 6= 0. We claim that m2(`) 6= 0. For the parametrization (0, 2), the loop is
written:
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γθ(t) =
(
1 0
0 e4piiθ
)(
e2piipt
e2piiqt
)
Figure 10. Visualization of the (0, 2)−movement for a (5, 2) torus knot.
This parametrized loop is not smoothly trivial. We regard S3 as the union of two solid tori;
S3 = T1 unionsq T2 where ∂T1 = T2can. By a projective transformation P : S3 → S3, we permute
the positions of the two tori. The knot is placed in ∂T1 = ∂T2, this transformation leaves
it invariant. Figure 11 shows how this map acts in both of the cores of the tori and in the
point {∞} ∈ S3. We will denote T˜2 for the torus P (T1) and T˜1 for the torus P (T2).
c1 ∞
P
c1P( )
c2P( )
P( )
c2
∞
Figure 11. Schematic description of the projective transformation P : S3 → S3.
After applying the transformation P to S3, our parametrized loop becomes a (2, 0)−parametrized
loop BθP (γp,q), Bθ ∈ SO(3) and supported on ∂T˜2. We already gave a description of its cap-
ping disk {B˜z}z∈D in SO(3) and we saw that this disk of maps applied to a vector of norm
1 has degree 2 as a map from S2 to S2. Hence, take t ∈ S1 such that ‖γp,q(t)‖ = 1, there
exists z0 ∈ D with Bz0 (P (γp,q(t))) = P (∞) ∈ S2 (in fact, two points, since the degree of the
map is 2). This implies that the capping disk of our loop as a loop of embeddings of S1 in S3
passes through ∞. As the disk {B˜z} is homotopically unique, this happens for any choice of
capping disk. Therefore, the loop is non trivial as a loop in Emb(S1,R3).
For the general case, observe that the parametrization (2α, 2β) is homotopically equivalent
to the one given by the concatenation of α-times (2, 0) with β-times (0, 2). Thus, we may
assume that the capping disk of the loop is given by the concatenation of the capping disks
of α(2, 0) and β(0, 2). This completes the proof.
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5. Formal Horizontal Embeddings in R4.
On this section, we denote by D the standard Engel structure in R4 given by D = ker(dy −
zdx) ∩ ker(dz − wdx). Throughout the section we fix the Engel framing given by the kernel
of the Engel structure W = 〈∂w〉.
5.1. Formal Horizontal Embeddings in R4.
Definition 5.1.1. An immersion γ : S1 → R4 is said to be horizontal if γ′(t) ∈ Dγ(t) for all
t ∈ S1. When γ is an embedding, we say it is a horizontal embedding.
Remark 5.1.2. The projection
piG : R4(x, y, z, w)→ R3(x, z, w)
is called the Geiges projection. Notice that the Geiges projection maps horizontal embeddings
to Legendrian immersions in (R3(x, z, w), ker(dz−wdx)). Moreover, since the front projection
for (R3(x, z, w), ker(dz − wdx)) is the lagrangian projection for (R3(x, y, z), ker(dy − zdx))
the Geiges projection γG of a horizontal embedding γ ∈ Hor(R4) is a Legendrian immersion
which satisfies the following area condition∫
γ
zdx = 0.
The composition of the Geiges projection and the front projection is called the front Geiges
projection. The front Geiges projection of γ is denoted by γFG and the front projection of a
Legendrian immersion β by βF .
Definition 5.1.3. A formal horizontal embedding in R4 is a pair (γ, Fs) satisfying:
(i) γ : S1 → R4 is an embedding.
(ii) Fs : S1 → γ∗(TR4\{0}), is a 1-parametric family, s ∈ [0, 1], such that F0 = γ′ and
F1(t) ∈ Dγ(t).
Fix a trivialization of D and identify D ≡ R2. From now on, we will understand the family
Fs : S1 → S3 with F1 : S1 → S1 ≡ S3 ∩ R2.
Denote by HorImm(R4) the space of horizontal immersions, by Hor(R4 the space of horizontal
embeddings in R4 and by FHor(R4) the space of formal horizontal embeddings in R4. Both
spaces are endowed with the C1-topology. These definitions make sense for immersions and
embeddings of the interval. We define HorImm([0, 1],R4), Hor([0, 1],R4) and FHor([0, 1],R4)
analogously.
Remark 5.1.4. Notice that F̂Hor(R4) = {(γ, F )|γ ∈ Emb(S1,R4), F ∈ M aps(S1,S1)} has
the homotopy type of Emb(S1,R4) × S1 × Z. The integer measures the rotation of F with
respect to the trivialization of D, i.e. the degree of F as a map from S1 to S1. In the horizontal
case this integer is usually called the rotation number of the horizontal embedding. Horizontal
embeddings in R4 are classified by their rotation number. This result was proven by Adachi
[1] and Geiges [15].
Definition 5.1.5. Given a formal horizontal embedding (γ, Fs), we define the rotation num-
ber of the embedding as Rot(γ, Fs) = deg(F1).
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5.2. The space FHor(R4). Consider the natural fibration FHor(R4)→ F̂Hor(R4). Take γ ∈
Hor(R4) and fix (γ, γ′) ∈ F̂Hor(R4) as base point to compute the homotopy of FHor(R4). In
this case the fiber is F = F(γ,γ′) = Ωγ′(M aps(S1, S3)). There is a fibrationM aps(S1, S3)→
S3 defined by the evaluation map. We use it to compute pi0(F) = 0, pi1(F) ∼= pi2(Ωp(S3)) ∼=
pi3(S3) ∼= Z and pi2(F) ∼= pi3(S3)⊕ pi3(Ωp(S3)) ∼= pi3(S3)⊕ pi4(S3) ∼= Z⊕ Z2.
Furthermore, pi0(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼= Z, pi1(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼= Z and pi2(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼= Z[SU ]⊕Z[h−1[HT ]].
Let us explain the group pi1(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼= Z. For any loop (γθ, F θ1 ) in F̂Hor(R4), then the
associated integer measures the degree of θ → F θ1 (0), i.e. the rotation number of the loop.
In general, given a loop (γθ, F θs ) in FHor(R4) the rotation number of the loop is defined as
RotL(γ
θ, F θs ) = deg(θ → F θ1 (0)).
Hence, the exact sequence associated to the fibration FHor(R4) → F̂Hor(R4) takes the fol-
lowing form:
· · · // Z⊕ Z
ttZ // pi1(FHor(R4)) // Z
tt
0 // pi0(FHor(R4)) // Z // 0
In particular, this proves that formal horizontal embeddings are classified by their rotation
number.
We can state the next result concerning the fundamental group of each connected component
of FHor(R4) :
Lemma 5.2.1. pi1(FHor(R4)) ∼= Z⊕ Z2.
Proof. It is sufficent to show that the image of the diagonal map d : pi2(F̂Hor(R4))→ pi1(F) is
2Z. Observe that d measures the obstruction to lift an element [(γz, F1)] ∈ pi2(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼=
pi2(Emb(S1,R4)) to pi2(FHor(R4)). In other words, let γ′ : S2 × S1 → S3 be defined by
γ′(z, t) = (γz)′(t), then d[(γz, F1)] = deg(γ′).2
Hence, since pi2(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼= pi2(Emb(S1,R4)) ∼= Z[SU ] ⊕ Z[h−1[HT ]], see Theorem 2.2.1,
we just need to compute d[SU ] and d[h
−1[HT ]]. We have that d[SU ] = 2. On the other
hand, d[h−1[HT ]] = 0 because the degree is a homological invariant and it is preserved by
immersions; therefore we can assume that HT is contained in R2 ⊆ R4. 
5.3. The Z2 factor in pi1(FHor(R4)). Let us explain the Z2 factor in pi1(FHor(R4)) ∼= Z⊕Z2.
Observe that Z2 is just the kernel of the homomorphism
f : pi1(FHor(R4))→ pi1(F̂Hor(R4)),
2We are arguing as in Lemma 3.2.1, but now the antipodal map in S(R4) = S3 has degree 1.
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induced by the fibration FHor(R4) → F̂Hor(R4). Take a loop (γθ, F θs ) in FHor(R4) and
assume that (γθ, F θ1 ) is trivial in F̂Hor(R4), i.e. RotL(γθ, F θs ) = 0. Then, there is a disk
(γz, F z1 ) in F̂Hor(R4), z ∈ D, such that (γe
2piiθ
, F e
2piiθ
1 ) = (γ
θ, F θ1 ). Now we try to lift to a disk
(γz, F zs ) in FHor(R4). This can be done for all the values of the parameter except for z = 0,
where we have S1 ways of doing it. So, we have a loop (γ0, F˜ θs ) in the fiber of (γ0, F 01 ). We
define F˜ as
F˜ : [0, 1]× S1 × S1 −→ S3
(s, θ, t) 7−→ F˜ (s, θ, t) = F˜ θs (t).
Since F˜ θ0 = γ˜
′ and F˜ θ1 = F˜1, we can think F˜ as a map from S2 × S1 to S3. The Z2-invariant
measures the degree modulo 2 of this map.
X
z
Figure 12. Trivial loop in the front Geiges projection.
Let us describe explicitly ker(f), i.e. the two elements of Z2 < Z⊕ Z2. The first element of
ker(f) is just the trivial loop and the second one is given by the homotopy class of a loop γθ
of horizontal embeddings that we name area twist loop and which is described in Figure 13.
Observe that this loop is trivial as a loop of horizontal immersions, i.e. lies in ker(f).
γ18
γ28
γ38γ
4
8γ58
γ68
γ78 γ0
Figure 13. The area twist loop in the front Geiges projection with the stan-
dard capping disk through horizontal immersions. Note that the unique strict
horizontal immersion in the disk is the center of it.
The next lemma states that the area twist loop is actually the second element of ker(f).
Lemma 5.3.1. Let γθ be the area twist loop. Then, (γθ, (γθ)′) ∈ ker(f) is non trivial as a
loop in FHor(R4).
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Proof. Consider the 1-parametric family of formal horizontal embeddings (γθ,u, F θ,us ), u ∈
[0, 1], defined by
(i) γθ,u = γθ,
(ii) F θ,us = (1− s)(γθ)′ + s((1− u)(γθ)′ + u∂w).
Note that, F θ,u0 = (γ
θ)′, u ∈ [0, 1], and (γθ)′ is never tangent to W = 〈∂w〉. Hence, we can
assume that the area twist loop in FHor(R4) is (γθ, ∂w). To compute the Z2-invariant of the
area twist loop we are going to construct a disk {(γ˜ρ,θ, ∂w) : ρ ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ S1} in F̂Hor(R4)
such that γ˜1,θ = γθ.
For each λ ∈ R consider the 3-plane Πλ ⊆ R4 with equation x = λ. The plane Πλ intersects
each embedding γθ in zero, one or two points. Consider the set G = {λ : #Πλ ∩ γθ = 1 or 2}
and write Πλ ∩ γθ = {Aθλ, Bθλ} for all λ ∈ G. We construct an embedded 2-disk Dθ =
∪λ∈GAθλBθλ, whose boundary is γθ. Parametrize each disk as Dθ = {pρ,tθ : ρ ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ S1}
such that p1,t = γθ(t), p0,tθ is in the first lobe of the front Geiges projection of γ
θ and
γ˜(t) = p0,tt defines an embedding, see Figure 14. Hence, we have defined the disk {(γ˜ρ,θ, ∂w)}
in F̂Hor(R4), where γ˜ρ,θ(t) = pρ,tθ and γ˜
0,θ = γ˜. Observe that the tangent space at each point
of Dθ is given by 〈∂x, δ∂z + β∂y + α∂w〉, where δ∂z + β∂y + α∂w = Bθλ −Aθλ as vectors in R3.
Obviously the embedding γ˜ρ,θ is tangent to Dθ.
Figure 14. Disk Dθ with γ˜ = γ˜0,θ in its first lobe in the front Geiges projection.
The Z2-invariant of the area twist is given by the degree mod 2 of the map (γ˜ρ,θ)′. In order to
compute the degree of this map we compute the preimages of ∂z. The equality (γ˜
ρ,θ)′(t) = ∂z
implies that
(a) (γ˜ρ,θ)′(t) ∈ ker(dx), i.e. the front Geiges projection of (γ˜ρ,θ) has either a cusp or a vertical
tangency at time t;
(b) (γ˜ρ,θ)′(t) ∈ ker(dy), i.e. y(Bθλ)− y(Aθλ) = 0, in other words, the area involved by the front
Geiges projection of γθ between Aθλ and B
θ
λ is zero; and
(c) (γ˜ρ,θ)′(t) ∈ ker(dw), i.e. w(Bθλ) − w(Aθλ) = 0, in other words, the slopes of the tangent
lines of the front Geiges projection of γθ at Aθλ and B
θ
λ are the same.
After these observations, it is clear that the Z2-invariant of the area twist loop is 1, see Figure
16.

Notice that Lemma 5.3.1 proves that all the generators of the fundamental group of F̂Hor(R4)
can be represented by loops of horizontal embeddings. Hence, the natural inclusion
i : Hor(R4) ↪→ FHor(R4),
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A
B
p
tA
tB
Figure 15. Example where the first condition is fulfilled for a point p but
not the second one.
(a) The tangent is −∂z. (b) The tangent is ∂z.
Figure 16. Cases where the three conditions are fulfilled.
induces a surjection at pi1-level.
Remark 5.3.2. More generally, given a horizontal embedding we can define an area twist
of it, see Figure 17. By the same argument it is also non trivial.
1
80
β 28
3
8
4
8
5
8
6
8
7
8
β
β β β
β β
β
Figure 17. Area twist for an embedding β0 with Rot(β0) = 2.
6. The Area Invariant.
We keep the same notation as in section 5.
6.1. The Area Invariant. Let γ be a horizontal embedding, we denote by γG the Geiges
projection of γ. Notice that γG is a Legendrian immersion and Rot(γ) = Rot(γG). Moreover,
if γθ is a loop of horizontal embeddings then RotL(γ
θ) = RotL(γ
θ
G).
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In particular, if we take a loop γθ in Hor(R4) with RotL(γθ) = 0, we have that γθG is trivial as
a loop of Legendrian immersions. Hence, there exists a disk βz, z ∈ D, in LegImm(R3) such
that βe
2piiθ
= γθG. We want to define an invariant which, in some way, encodes the obstruction
to lift βz to a disk γ˜z in Hor(R4) such that γ˜e2piiθ = γθ.
In order to study this question we need to understand the generic local models of Leg(R3)
in LegImm(R3). In codimension 0, we have that a Legendrian immersion is generically a
Legendrian embedding. We represent in the front projection the local models for codimension
1 and 2. In codimension 1, we have a unique local model (Figure 18) and we have two different
Figure 18. Local model in codimension 1 representing a simple tangency.
local models in codimension 2 (Figure 19a and Figure 19b).
(a) Cuspidal curve. (b) Two simultane-
ous simple tangen-
cies.
Figure 19. Local models in codimension 2.
Denote by D ⊆ LegImm(R3) the disk {βz}z∈D. By Thom’s Tranversality Theorem we can
assume that D is in generic position. That is: D contains curves (1-dimension connected
manifolds), smooth away from the cusps, of strict Legendrian immersions which may intersect.
Moreover, we may assume that in ∂D we have only simple tangencies, hence the number of
strict Legendrian immersions in ∂D is even. See Figure 20.
Let βz ∈ D be a strict Legendrian immersion. Write βz(t) = (x(t), z(t), w(t))t and assume
that p = βz(t0) = β
z(t1) is a transverse self-intersection point (two tangent branches in front
projection); t0, t1 ∈ S1. We define
εA(β
z, p) = δ
∫ t1
t0
z(t)x′(t)dt,
where the factor δ ∈ {±1} corresponds to the following sign convention: we always start
integrating by the lower branch of the curve in the front projection and follow the orientation
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+
+
+
-
-
-
-
Figure 20. Generic capping disk of γθG. The red curves represent strict
Legendrian immersions.
of the curve.3 If βz has only one tangency point, then we write εA(β
z) = εA(β
z, p). If βz
is a strict Legendrian immersion, then we can lift it to a horizontal embedding γz such that
γzG = β
z if, and only if, εA(β
z, ·) is non zero over all tangency points of βz. In particular, since
∂D lifts to a loop of horizontal embeddings in R4, if we take a strict Legendrian immersion
βe
2piiθ
= γe
2piiθ
G then εA(β
e2piiθ) is non zero. We define the sign of βz as the sign of εA(β
z).
Denote by P+(D) the set of positive points in ∂D. We call εA the area function. The sign of
εA over a curve of strict Legendrian immersions is reversed when it passes through a cusp.
Note that, by genericity, we may assume that εA is non zero over the cusp points. Hence,
the area function is continuous over the curves of strict Legendrian immersions except in the
cusp points. The next lemma is just a simple exercise:
- +
(a) Capping disk in
LegImm(R3).
- +γ28γ68
(b) Curve of strict
Legendrian immer-
sions in the front
Geiges projection.
Figure 21. Standard capping disk through Legendrian immersions in the
Geiges projection of the area twist loop.
Lemma 6.1.1. Let C ⊆ D be a curve of strict Legendrian immersions. Assume that one of
the three following conditions holds:
(i) The boundary points of C have the same sign and the number of cusps in C is odd.
(ii) The boundary points of C have different signs and the number of cusps in C is even.
3The tangent space of the two branches in R3 at the intersection point p ∈ R3 defines a framing of ξp. The
choice just ensures that the orientation of the framing is positive.
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(iii) The boundary of C is empty and the number of cusps in C is odd.
Then, D cannot be lifted to a disk of horizontal embeddings.
+
+
+
+
(a) Curves with the same sign in
the boundary and an odd number
of cusps.
+
-
-
+
(b) Curves with different signs
in the boundary and an even
number of cusps.
Figure 22. Some examples of curves of strict Legendrian immersions that
cannot be lifted to curves of horizontal embeddings.
Definition 6.1.2. Let C usp(D) be the set of cusps of D. We define the area of D as
Area(D) = (#P+(D) + # C usp(D)) mod 2.
Lemma 6.1.3. Assume that Area(D) = 1, then D cannot be lifted to a disk of horizontal
embeddings.
Proof. We proceed by induction over the number of strict Legendrian immersions in the
boundary of D. Observe that, since Area(D) = 1 there has to be a curve of strict Legendrian
immersions in D.
0 points in the boundary. Since Area(D) = 1 then # C usp(D) must be odd. Hence, there
exists a closed curve with an odd number of cusps. By Lemma 6.1.1(iii), we conclude this
case.
2 points in the boundary. We have two cases:
(a) Assume that the two points in the boundary have the same sign. Further assume there
exists a curve of strict Legendrian immersions with the same sign in the boundary and
an odd number of cusps. By Lemma 6.1.1(i), the disk D is obstructed. Otherwise,
there is a closed curve of strict Legendrian immersions with an odd number of cusps,
by Lemma 6.1.1(iii) we conclude this case.
(b) Assume that there exist two points in the boundary have different signs. If the curve
of strict Legendrian immersions that connects them has an even number of cusps, we
conclude by Lemma 6.1.1(ii). In other case, there must be a closed curve with an
odd number of cusps. By Lemma 6.1.1(iii) we conclude this case.
2n+ 2 points in the boundary. We have two cases:
(a) Assume that the points in the boundary connected by a curve of strict Legendrian
immersions have the same sign. Further assume there exists a curve with the same
sign in the boundary and an odd number of cusps. We conclude by Lemma 6.1.1(i).
Otherwise, there exist a closed curve with an odd number of cusps by Lemma 6.1.1(iii)
we conclude this case.
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(b) Assume that we have a curve C with distinct signs in the boundary. Then, if the
number of cusps is even, we apply Lemma 6.1.1(ii) to conclude. On the other hand,
if the number of cusps is odd, consider as a new finite set of curves the old one minus
C and apply the induction hypothesis.

Lemma 6.1.4. Let γθ0 and γ
θ
1 be two homotopic loops of horizontal embeddings with rotation
number zero. Let D0 = {βz0} and D1 = {βz1} be two disks in LegImm(R3) such that βe
2piiθ
0 =
(γθ0)G and β
e2piiθ
1 = (γ
θ
1)G. Then,
Area(D0) = Area(D1).
Proof. Let γθt be a homotopy between γ
θ
0 and γ
θ
1 . Since pi2(LegImm(R3)) = 0 we can assume
that we have a solid cilinder [0, 1] × D in LegImm(R3) such that {t} × ∂D coincides with
(γθt )G, D0 = {0} × D and D1 = {1} × D. In particular, every point in [0, 1] × ∂D lifts to a
horizontal embedding.
Figure 23. Solid cilinder in LegImm(R3) connecting D0 and D1
All posible changes of configurations taking place at every slice {t} × D can be expressed as
combinations of seven elementary changes, which are represented in Figure 24. Notice that
we have only represented those configurations of signed points which are valid (except, of
course, the replacement of the plus signs by minus signs, made by pairs). Now, a simple
computation shows that Area({t} × D) is constant. This concludes the proof.

We have proven:
Theorem 6.1.5. Let γθ be a loop in Hor(R4) such that RotL(γθ) = 0. Let D = {βz} be some
disk in LegImm(R3) such that βe2piiθ = γθG. The assignment
γθ → Area(γθ) = Area(D),
defines a homotopy Z2-invariant, called the Area Invariant. Alternatively, we define the
Area Invariant as the number of strict horizontal immersions in D mod 2. Both definitions
coincide.
Let γθ be the area twist loop. Then, Area(γθ) = 1.
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First elementary change. Second elementary change. Case 1. Second elementary change. Case 2.
Third elementary change. Fourth elementary change. Fifth elementary change.
Sixth elementary change. Case 1. Sixth elementary change. Case 2.
+ + + +
+ +
+
+
+
+ +
+ +
+
+ - + -
+ +
Seventh elementary change.
++++
Figure 24. List of elementary changes.
Remark 6.1.6. Notice that the Area Invariant computes the Z2-invariant in pi1(FHor(R4)) ∼=
Z⊕ Z2. Recall that the Z2 factor is given by the kernel of the homomorphism
f : pi1(FHor(R4))→ pi1(F̂Hor(R4)).
Hence, in order to prove that the Area Invariant computes the Z2-invariant in the formal
case, we must check that the next diagram commutes:
pi1(Hor(R4)) ∩ ker(f) //
((
ker(f)

Z2
Let γθ be a loop of horizontal embeddings with rotation number zero. Let D = {βz} be a
disk in LegImm(R3) such that βe2piiθ = γθG. Assume that D has exactly n strict horizontal
immersions. Note that by genericity, we can assume that these points are not intersections of
curves of strict Legendrian immersions. In this case, as we show in Figure 25, γθ is homotopic,
as free loops, to a concatenation of n area twist loops. Hence, Area(γθ) = n mod 2. Observe
that the Area Invariant and the Z2-invariant in pi1(FHor(R4)) are independent of the base
point. This concludes the argument.
Figure 25. Homotopy between γθ and the concatenation of n area twist
loops for the case n = 4. We have drawn the zeros of the area function in
blue. The concatenation of 4 area twist loops is represented by the green
curve in the last step.
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Figure 26. Construction of γs,u via its Front Geiges projection.
7. h-principle at pi1-level for horizontal embeddings.
7.1. The main theorem.
Theorem 7.1.1. The inclusion Hor(R4) ↪→ FHor(R4) induces an isomorphism of fundamen-
tal groups.
Our proof does not use any information of the space of smooth embeddings. Therefore, it
readily implies the following
Corollary 7.1.2. The space Emb(S1,R4) is simply connected.
This is a “Legendrian” proof of a well known result (see Theorem 2.2.1 above).
7.2. Creating flexibility.
Lemma 7.2.1. Let K be a compact parameter space and γs ∈ HorImm([0, 1],R4), s ∈ K.
Let A : K → R be a continuous map. Fix ps ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ K, a regular point for the front
Geiges projection of γs; and ε > 0 sufficiently small. Then, there exists a 1-parametric family
γs,u ∈ HorImm([0, 1],R4), u ∈ [0, 1], satisfying:
(i) γs,0 = γs.
(ii) The Geiges projection of γs and γs,u are C0-close and
γs,u − γs =
{
(0, 0, 0, 0) in [0, ps − ε],
(0, uA(s), 0, 0) in [ps + ε, 1].
Moreover, if γsG is an embedding then γ
s,u
G is also an embedding.
Proof. Define γs,u = γs in [0, ps − ε] and γs,uG = γsG in [ps + ε, 1]. It is enough to define the
front Geiges projection of γs,u in [ps−ε, ps+ε]. Let N ∈ N, consider the equispaced partition
{as0 = ps − ε < as1 < . . . < asN+1 = ps + ε} of [ps − ε, ps + ε]. Define γs,uFG in [ps − ε, ps + ε]
just adding a Reidemeister I move of area uA(s)N to γ
s
FG at each point γ
s
FG(a
s
i ), i = 1, . . . , N ;
see Figure 26. The C0-closeness follows from choosing N large enough. 
Remark 7.2.2. Lemma 7.2.1 also applies to horizontal loops, provided that the zero total
area condition is preserved. We do it as follows, let γ ∈ HorImm(R4), p, n ∈ S1 different
regular points of the front Geiges projection of γ and A ∈ R. We write
γ#δp(A)#δn(−A) ∈ HorImm(R4)
to denote the horizontal immersions obtained from γ when, using Lemma 7.2.1, we add area
A near the point γ(p) and −A near the point γ(n). Moreover, if β ∈ LegImm(R3) satisfies
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the zero total area condition, i.e. β = γG for γ ∈ HorImm(R3), and p, n ∈ S1 are regular
points of the front projection of β we write
β#δp(A)#δn(−A) ∈ LegImm(R3)
to denote the Geiges projection of γ#δp(A)#δn(−A) ∈ HorImm(R4).
Definition 7.2.3. Let γ ∈ LegImm(R3). A double stabilization (DS) of γ is a 1-parametric
family γu ∈ LegImm(R3), u ∈ [0, 1], such that γ0 = γ and γu is defined by Figure 27.
R1 R1
Figure 27. Double stabilization γu of γ.
We can define the DS of a horizontal immersion via the Geiges projection, just being careful
enough not to change the total area condition. We can do it even better as the next key
result shows.
Lemma 7.2.4. The double stabilization is a well-defined operation for horizontal embeddings.
Proof. The total area enclosed by the only tangency point created in a DS is nonzero. 
Theorem 7.2.5. Given K = [0, 1]×[0, 1], C = [0, 1]×{0} ⊆ K and a family γk : [0, 1]→ R3,
k ∈ K, such that
(i) γk are embeddings,
(ii) γk(t) are Legendrian for t ∈ Op{0, 1},
(iii) γk are Legendrian for every k ∈ C,
Then, there exists a family of curves γk,u : [0, 1]→ R3, k ∈ K, u ∈ [0, 1], such that
(i) γk,0 = γk,
(ii) γk,u are immersions and C0-close to γk,
(iii) γk,1 are Legendrian embeddings,
(iv) γk,u(t) = γk(t) for t ∈ Op{0, 1},
(v) there exist a finite sequence 0 < u1 < u2 < . . . < uN < 1 and δ > 0 small enough
such that
(a) γk,u are Legendrian embeddings for every k ∈ C, u 6= u1, . . . , uN ,
(b) γk,u, u ∈ [ui − δ, ui + δ], is a DS of γk,ui−δ for every k ∈ C and i = 1, . . . , N .
Remark 7.2.6. The result could be possibly extended to any compact parameter space K
and any closed subset C ⊆ K. A direct consequence could be a parametric version of the
Fuchs-Tabachnikov’s result (see [13]) that asserts that any two Legendrian embeddings which
are smoothly isotopic are, after a finite number of stabilizations, Legendrian isotopic.
We need an auxiliary result.
Lemma 7.2.7. Let γs, s ∈ [0, 1], be a path in Leg([0, 1],R3) such that Op{0, 1} are regular
points for the front projection. Then, there exists a 2-parametric family γs,u ∈ Leg([0, 1],R3),
s, u ∈ [0, 1]; satisfying
(i) γs,0 = γs and γs,u(t) = γs(t) for t ∈ Op{0, 1}.
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(ii) γs,u and γs are C0-close.
(iii) γs,1 is a sequence of Reidemeister II and III moves.
Proof. The family γs is understood as γ : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → R3, (t, s) 7→ γs(t). By Thom’s
Tansversality Theorem we assume that the sets of cusp points in [0, 1]× [0, 1] are embedded
curves. Moreover, we assume that the height function h(t, s) = s, restricted to these curves,
has a finite number of maximum and minimum points: all of them non degenerated. These
points corresponds to Reidemeister I moves. Take the point with the lowest height among
all the minima. Since there is not any other minimum with a lower height, we can find a
curve C joining this point with {s = 0} that does not intersect any other curve of cusp points
and which does not have any critical point. Now, we can remove this minimum adding a
(C0-small) Reidemeister I move over C. Keep going to remove all the minima. To remove
the maxima we do likewise. 
Thus we obtain
Corollary 7.2.8. Up to reparametrisation, there exist c1, . . . , cm ∈ [0, 1] such that the cusp
points of γs,1 are at fixed times c1, . . . , cm; for all s ∈ [0, 1].
Proof of Theorem 7.2.5. Assume first that γk, k ∈ C, does not have any cusp point. Since
h-principle for immersions works relative to the domain and the parameters and is C0-dense
(see [10]), we can assume that the front projection of each γk is immersed.
Take an equidistant partition u0 = 0 < u1 =
1
N+1 < . . . < uN =
N
N+1 < uN+1 = 1 of [0, 1].
Consider the collection of intervals Ii = [ui, ui+1], i = 0, . . . , N and let K(N) ∈ N. Define
γk,u inductively over {Ii} as follows
(i) In I0 and IN define γ
k,u = γk.
(ii) In Ii, i = 1, . . . , N − 1, define γk,u to be K(N) DSs of γk,ui approximating the
formal derivate of γk,uiF at time t =
2i+1
2(N+1) as described in Figures 28 and 29 (for
K(N) = 2). The depicted blue segment represents γkF (Ii). The green segments
represent the formal derivative. The number below each image is the angle between
the curve and the formal derivative. We are assuming that the formal derivative is
zero, but this does not lack generality since the formal derivative is never vertical. The
black curves are the K(N) DSs that C0−approximate γk with prescribed derivative
given by the green curve. In particular, for K(N) large, they have arbitrarily small
derivative.
The construction is clearly continuous in the angle, therefore it can be done in a canonical way.
This readily implies that it works parametrically. Moreover, the approximation coincides with
the formal derivative at the beginning and the end of the interval Ii, thus the constructed
approximations are smooth.
We claim that the γk,1 are embeddings. The segments γk,1|Ii are clearly embedded: just by
visual inspection. However, intersections may show up between γk,1|Ii and γ
k,1
|Ii+1 . By increasing
N enough, we assume that the angle of the two consecutive segments is almost the same. In
other words, we are in the same position in the clock figure (Figure 28). Visual inspection
clearly shows that there are no tangencies between the two different segments if the angle is
away from pi radians. In the neighborhood of pi radians, we need to be much more careful
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Figure 28. Interpolation. Note that the orientation of the formal derivative
(green) is determined by the Legendrian segments in C.
and depict the precise movie of the two consecutive segments. In Figure 30, γk,1|Ii is depicted
in red and γk,1|Ii+1 in black: no tangencies appear.
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Figure 29. Interpolation between 0.9pi and 1.1pi in Figure 28.
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Figure 30. Checking that the gluing process does not create tangency points.
In the general case, apply Corollary 7.2.8, to assume that the cusp points of each γk, k ∈ C,
are at times c1, . . . , cm. Actually, it is very simple to deform each γ
k, k ∈ K at small
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neighborhoods of times c1, . . . , cm, making the family Legendrian and having a cusp point
over each c1, . . . , cm. Finally, add c0 = 0 and cm+1 = 1 and apply the first case over the
family γk|[ci,ci+1], i = 0, . . . ,m, to conclude the proof. 
7.3. Cancellation by pairs of zeros in the same connected component. Let γθ be
a loop of horizontal embeddings with RotL(γ
θ) = 0. Let D = {βz} be a generic disk in
LegImm(R3) such that βe2piiθ = γθG. Moreover, assume that there exists a curve of strict
Legendrian immersions C ⊆ D with at least two zeros of the area function. Let C¯ ⊆ C be a
connected arc containing exactly two zeros of the area function. After a reparametrization
we can assume that C¯ = {βs}s∈[0,1] where β
1
4 and β
3
4 are the two zeros of the area function.
In addition, we can assume that the immersions βs, s ≤ 14 or s ≥ 34 , are regular (non cusp)
in LegImm(R3).
Consider ε > 0, which will be chosen later, and the compact neighborhood Kε = {βk} of C¯
in D described in Figure 31.
Figure 31. Compact neighborhood Kε = {βk} of C¯ in D.
We have a well-defined continuous map Γ¯ : C¯ → S1 × S1, βs 7→ (ts0, ts1), where the ordered
pair (ts0, t
s
1) are the tangency times of the front projection of β
s(t) = (xs(t), zs(t), ws(t))t for
all 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and the order of the pair is determined by the following rule: (t00, t01) are chosen
with the usual rule to define εA and the pair of points (t
s
0, t
s
1) are extended in the unique
continuous way. In order to apply Lemma 7.2.1 to cancel the zeros β
1
4 and β
3
4 it is necessary
to find an extension Γ : Kε → S1 × S1, βk 7→ (tk0, tk1), of Γ¯. Since Kε deformation retracts to
C¯ there exists a surjective map r : Kε → C¯ such that r|C¯ = IdC¯ . Just take Γ = r∗Γ¯ = Γ¯ ◦ r.
Fix some ε > 0 such that β
1
4 and β
3
4 are the only zeros of the area function in Kε and write
K = Kε.
We state the main result of this section.
Proposition 7.3.1. After a deformation of D supported in K, we can assume that the curves
of strict Legendrian immersions are preserved by the deformation and the area function is
never zero over K.
Proof. Assume that the area function over βs is positive, in s ≤ 14 . Define
ε˜A(β
s) =
∫ ts1
ts0
zs(t)(xs)′(t)dt.
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Observe that ε˜A is just the continuous version of the area function and satisfies |εA| = |ε˜A|.
The function ε˜A : C¯ → R is depicted as Figure 32.
1/4 C1 C2 C3 3/4 1
Figure 32. Possible graph of ε˜A : C¯ → R before (blue) and after (red)
adding area using Lemma 7.2.1.
In order to add area we choose two points pk, nk ∈ S1 in the domain of βk, k ∈ K. We require
these points to be regular for the front projection of βk and, moreover, we also require that
the area function over other possible tangency points of βk remains unchanged. For a given
βk, we choose two regular points pk and nk very close to tk0, one to the left and another
one to the right of tk0. By compactness, there exist a finite open covering {U i} of K and an
election (pi, ni) ∈ S1 × S1 compatible with each βk, k ∈ U i. Take a partition of unity {ϕi}
subordinated to {U i} and a continuous function η : K → [0, 1] such that η ≡ 0 in ∂K and
η ≡ 1 in Op({βs : 14 ≤ s ≤ 34}). Finally, fix some A > max{|ε˜A(βs)| : 0 ≤ s ≤ 1}. Now,
taking
βk#iδpi(ϕ
i(k)η(k)A)#iδni(−ϕi(k)η(k)A),
for all k ∈ K, the problem is solved. 
7.4. Changing the diagram of curves of strict Legendrian immersions. The goal is
to create a 2-square (2-disk) in the space of LegImm(R3) such that the bottom of the square
is a path in the disk D satisfying that connects two strict Legendrian immersions through
Legendrian embeddings. The other three sides of the square will produce a path of strict
Legendrian immersions. This is the content of Proposition 7.4.11. Afterwards, we attach the
square to the disk D and we take an open neighborhood of it removing the interior in order to
produce a new disk (see Figure 41) in which the curves of strict Legendrian immersions have
changed their topology (see Figure 40). Proposition 7.4.10 explains how to do this in the
smooth category. Finally, we just use Theorem 7.2.5 to conclude in the Legendrian setting.
7.4.1. Tangencies of type (2, 0) and (0, 2). Denote by LegImmstrict0 (R3) ⊆ LegImmstrict(R3)
the open stratum of simple self-intersections.
Definition 7.4.1. Fix γ ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3) and v ∈ TγLegImm(R3). Assume that v is
transverse to LegImmstrict0 (R3). Let p = γ(t0) = γ(t1) be the self-intersection of γ. We
say that v is of type (0, 2), respectively (2, 0), in the front projection if pushing γ along v
removes the tangency point p and produces two intersections in the front projection diagram
(respectively does not produce intersections).
Lemma 7.4.2. Fix γ ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3) and v ∈ TγLegImm(R3) a vector of type (2, 0),
respectively (0, 2). Then, there exist
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(i) a path γs, s ∈ [0, 1], in LegImmstrict0 (R3);
(ii) a family vs ∈ TγsLegImm(R3) transverse to LegImmstrict0 (R3)
such that, (γ0, v0) = (γ, v) and v1 is of type (0, 2), respectively (2, 0).
The proof follows from the construction described in Figure 33.
(0,2)
Figure 33. The sequence represents a curve of strict Legendrian immersions.
The vector field represents the movement of the parabolic branch respect to
the straight line branch. It is clear that the first vector is of type (0, 2) and
the last vector is of type (2, 0).
7.4.2. Legendrian fingers.
Definition 7.4.3. Fix γ ∈ Emb(S1,R3) and b ∈ S1. A finger bone is an embedded path
β : [0, 1]→ R3 such that β(0) = γ(b) and β(0, 1]∩ γ(S1) is either one point or the empty set.
In the former case the intersection must to be transverse.
Definition 7.4.4. Fix γ ∈ Emb(S1,R3) and b ∈ S1. A germ of finger is a pair (β, v) such
that
(a) β : [0, 1]→ R3 is a finger bone such that β(0) = γ(b),
(b) v ∈ β∗TR3 satisfies
(i) v(t) and β′(t) are linearly independent,
(ii) v(0) = γ′(b),
(iii) if β(t0) ∈ γ(S1) for t0 > 0 then v(t0) /∈ Tβ(t0)γ(S1).
Without loss of generality assume that γ is geodesic on a very small neighborhood of b. For
ε > 0 small enough, fix a bump function χ : [−ε, 0]→ [0, 1] satisfying
• χ is strictly increasing,
• χ(−ε) = 0 and χj(−ε) = 0 for all j ∈ N,
• χ(0) = 1 and χj(0) = 0 for all j ∈ N.
Definition 7.4.5. The finger associated the finger germ (β, v) is given by two embedded
paths L,R : [0, 1]→ R3 defined as L(t) = expβ(t)(χ−1(t)v(t)) andR(t) = expβ(t)(−χ−1(t)v(t)).
Observe that the concatenation of L with R produces a smooth embedding. Moreover, we
can deform the curve γ through the finger (L,R) by removing γ|Op(b) and concatenating γ,
L and R in the obvious way, see Figure 34. This is a well-defined operation that works for
compact families of curves and finger germs, provided that ε > 0 is chosen small enough and
uniform for the whole family.
Denote by γ#(β, v) ∈ Imm(S1,R3) the immersion obtained after deforming γ through finger
associated to the finger germ (β, v). Note that γ and γ#(β, v) are homotopic in Imm(S1,R3).
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Figure 34. Finger addition process γ#(βu, vu), u ∈ [0, 1].
Denote by (βu, vu) = (β|[0,u], v|[0,u]) the obvious homotopy of germs of fingers. We say that
γ#(βu, vu) is obtained from γ adding the finger germ (βu, vu).
Definition 7.4.6. Fix γ ∈ Leg(R3) and (β, v) a finger germ such that
(a) β is a transverse embedding, i.e. β′(t) /∈ ξβ(t) for each t ∈ [0, 1]
(b) v is Legendrian, i.e. v(t) ∈ ξβ(t) for each t ∈ [0, 1].
We say that (β, v) is a pre–Legendrian finger germ.
Let Lu, Ru : [0, 1]→ R3 be the embedded paths that determine the finger given by (βu, vu).
Then, as v is Legendrian, Lu and Ru are Legendrian in Op{0, 1}. Apply Theorem 7.2.5
to assume that the embedded paths Lu and Ru are Legendrian. In this case, we say that
γ#(βu, vu) ∈ LegImm(R3) is obtained from γ adding the pre–Legendrian finger germ (βu, vu).
We will just write down β in order to represent a finger germ, whenever this is clear from
the context.
The next lemma ensures the existence of 1-parametric families of pre–Legendrian finger germs
and can be found in [14].
Lemma 7.4.7. Fix βs ∈ Emb([0, 1],R3), s ∈ [0, 1], then there exists a family of transverse
embeddings β˜s : [0, 1]→ R3, C0-close to βs, such that β˜s(0) = βs(0) and β˜s(1) = βs(1).
The proof of the last lemma is based on performing a positive push-off of the Legendrian
approximation of βs. In particular, if some βs is already transverse it does not remain
invariant in the process.
Remark 7.4.8. In Figure 35 we show how Lemma 7.4.7 applies to a Reeb chord to produce a
pre–Legendrian finger bone. Observe how the result depends on the number of stabilizations
introduced in the Legendrian approximation, that depends on the complexity of the rest of
the 1–parametric family. Moreover, we draw an associated Legendrian finger.
The unknotting number of an embedding is finite (see [2]), moreover the necessary number of
fingers in order to unlink two embeddings is also finite. We summarize this information as
Proposition 7.4.9. Fix γ, η ∈ Emb(S1,R3). There exists a parametrized unknot γ˜ ∈
Emb(S1,R3), obtained from γ just by adding a finite number of finger germs, which is unlinked
from η.
We can state the next result about 1-parametric families
Proposition 7.4.10. Fix γs ∈ Imm(S1,R3), s ∈ [0, 1], such that
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Figure 35
(i) γs ∈ Emb(S1,R3), s ∈ (0, 1),
(ii) γi has exactly one self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1, i ∈ {0, 1}.
Then, there exists a 1-parametric family {βs1, . . . , βsk} of finger germs and a family γs,u ∈
Imm(S1,R3), u ∈ [0, 1], such that γs,0 = γs and γs,1 = γs#βs1# · · ·#βsk satisfying
(i) γs,1, s ∈ [0, 1], has exactly one self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1,
(ii) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1.
Proof. Assume that there exists c ∈ (t0, t1) such that γs|Op(c) is constant. This property is
preserved through all the deformation, i.e. all the fingers in the proof are constructed to not
intersect γs|Op(c).
Step I. Unknotting the lobe γ0|[t0,t1]: Apply Proposition 7.4.9 and create a sequence of finger
germs to unknot and unlink the lobe γ0|[t0,t1]. Let (b
0, e0) ∈ S1×S1 with b0 6= e0 and b0, e0 6= ti,
i ∈ {0, 1}, and let (β0, v0) be a finger germ joining γ0(b0) with γ0(e0). Choose any continuous
map F : [0, 1]→ S1× S1, s 7→ (bs, es); such that bs 6= es and b1, e1 6= ti, i ∈ {0, 1}, this allows
to find a continuous family (βs, vs) of finger germs joining γs(bs) with γs(es). This provides
a family γs,u, with s ∈ [0, 1] and u ∈ [0, 13 ], such that
(i) γs,0 = γs.
(ii) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1.
(iii) γs,
1
3 ∈ Emb(S1,R3), s ∈ (0, 1).
(iv) The lobe γ
0, 1
3
|[t0,t1] is a parametrized unknot and is unlinked from the other lobe γ
0, 1
3
|S1\(t0,t1).
Step II. Unknotting the lobe γ
1, 1
3
|[t0,t1]: Do the same as in Step I but be careful in order to not
relink the lobe γ
0, 1
3
|[t0,t1] from the other one γ
0, 1
3
|[t1,t0]. This is equivalent to make sure that each
finger germ (β1, v1) is extended to a 1-parametric family (βs, vs) such that β0 is unlinked
from the lobe γ
0, 1
3
|[t0,t1]. In other words, denote by D an embedded 2-disk whose boundary
is given by γ
0, 1
3
|[t0,t1]. Then, the condition β
0[0, 1] ∩ D = ∅ is sufficient to keep the unlinking
property. We say that a 1-parametric family of finger germs that satisfies this condition is
valid. Hence, we must show that there always exists a valid 1-parametric family of finger
germs which extends (β1, v1).
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Assume that the family (βs, vs) does not satisfy this condition, i.e. β0[0, 1]∩D = {p1, . . . , pk}.
Let δ > 0 be small enough and let D˜ ) D be a small deformation of D such that D˜∩γδ, 13 (S1) =
γδ,
1
3 [t0, t1] ( ∂D˜. Take any φ ∈ Diff(D˜, ∂D˜) such that φ(pi) ∈ D˜\D, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and extend
it to a diffeomorphism Φ of R3 with compact support close enough to D˜.
Figure 36. Family of finger bones before (βs) and after (β˜s = Φ ◦ βs) ap-
plying the described isotopy.
The family of finger bones β˜s = Φ ◦ βs satisfies the condition β˜0 ∩ D = ∅ and extends β1 so
we find a valid family of finger germs (β˜s, v˜s) which extends (β1, v1), see Figure 36.
Apply Proposition 7.4.9 only with valid families of finger germs to obtain a 2-parametric
family γs,u with s ∈ [0, 1] and u ∈ [0, 23 ], such that
(i) γs,0 = γs.
(ii) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1.
(iii) γs,
2
3 ∈ Emb(S1,R3), s ∈ (0, 1).
(iv) The lobe γ
i, 2
3
|[t0,t1], i ∈ {0, 1}, is a parametrized unknot and is unlinked from the other
lobe γ
i, 2
3
|S1\(t0,t1).
Step III. Creating the self-intersection in γs,
2
3 : Fix i ∈ {0, 1}. Write ui = γi,
2
3
|[t0,t1] and
li = γ
i, 2
3
|S1\(t0,t1). Let D
i be any embedded 2-disk whose boundary is given by ui and does not
intersect li. Take an small open ball Bi ⊇ Di such that Bi∩ li = ∅ and take a diffeomorphism
ϕi : Bi → R3 such that ϕi|Op(ui(c)) = Id|Op(ui(c)).
Since Emb0(S1,R3) is path-connected there exists an isotopy u˜t in Emb0(S1,R3) joining u˜0 =
ϕ0(u0) and u˜1 = ϕ1(u1). Identify S1 with [t0, t1]/t0∼t1 . Observe that u˜0|Op(c) = u˜
1
|Op(c).
Moreover, assume that u˜tOp(c) is constant for t ∈ [0, 1]. Take an ambient isotopy Φt ∈ Diff(R3)
such that u˜t = Φt(u˜0) and Φt|Op(u˜0(c)) = Id|Op(u˜0(c)).
Let G : D(p, q)→ R3 be an embedding satisfying
• G(∂D) is u˜0(S1),
• G(1, 0) = u˜0(t0) and
• G(−1, 0) = u˜0(c).
Use the vertical lines integrating the vector field G∗(∂q) to construct a family of finger bones
β˜u, u ∈ [0, 1], for u˜0 connecting u˜0(t0) and u˜0(c). Moreover, use a perturbation of the
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horizontal vector field G∗(∂p) to produce a family of finger germs (β˜u, v˜u): v˜u is tangent to
the disk at the bottom and transverse to the disk at the top.
Let δ > 0 be a small constant such that β˜1−δ remains invariant under the isotopy Φt. Then,
the pullback finger germs (ϕ0)−1(β˜1−δ) and (ϕ1)−1(Φ1(β˜1−δ)) are the same. Hence, the
embeddings
βs =

(ϕ0)−1(β˜
1−δ
ε
s) if 0 ≤ s ≤ ε,
(ϕ0)−1(β˜1−δ) if ε < s < 1− ε,
(ϕ1)−1(Φ1(β˜
δ−1
ε
(s−1))) if 1− ε ≤ s ≤ 1,
define a family of finger bones for γs,
2
3 , provided that ε > 0 is small enough. Use it to find a
family of finger germs (βs, vs) such that (βs, vs) = (βε, vε) for s ∈ [ε, 1− ε]. Finally, create a
self-intersection in each γs,
2
3 with the finger germ (βs, vs) to conclude the proof. 
Theorem 7.2.5 and Lemma 7.4.7 allows to state the last proposition in the Legendrian setting:
Proposition 7.4.11. Let γs, s ∈ [0, 1], be a path of Legendrian immersions such that
(i) γi ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3) has one self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1 for i ∈
{0, 1},
(ii) γs ∈ Leg(R3) for s ∈ (0, 1).
Then, there exist a family γs,u ∈ LegImm(R3), (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], satisfying
(i) γs,0 = γs,
(ii) γi,u(t0) = γ
i,u(t1) for i ∈ {0, 1},
(iii) γs,1 ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3) has one self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1.
(iv) There exists a finite sequence 0 < u1 < . . . < uN < 1 such that γ
s,uk ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3)
for each s ∈ (0, 1).
(v) For all the other values of the parameters (s, u) the curves are Legendrian embeddings.
We need an auxiliary result
Lemma 7.4.12. Let 0 < δ < 1 be a positive number. Fix γs,u ∈ LegImm(R3), (s, u) ∈ L =
[0, δ]× [0, 1] ∪ [0, 1]× [0, δ]. Assume that
(i) γi,u ∈ LegImmstrict(R3), i ∈ {0, 1},
(ii) γs,u ∈ Leg(R3) if s ∈ (0, 1).
Then, there exists a family γ˜s,u ∈ LegImm(R3), (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], satisfying
(i) γ˜s,u = γs,u if (s, u) ∈ L,
(ii) γ˜s,u ∈ Leg(R3) if s ∈ (0, 1),
(iii) γ˜1,u = γ1,δ if u ∈ [δ, 1],
Proof. Take a retraction r : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → L such that r|{1}×[δ,1] ≡ (1, δ). Define γ˜s,u =
γr(s,u). 
Proof of Proposition 7.4.11. The proof is divided in five steps.
Step I. Fixing the cusp times: Lemma 7.2.7 and Corollary 7.2.8 also work for γs. So, there
exists a 2-parametric family γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 15 ], satisfying
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(i) γs,0 = γs,
(ii) γs,u ∈ Leg(R3) for s ∈ (0, 1),
(iii) γi,u ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3) has a self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1×S1 for i ∈ {0, 1},
(iv) there exists a sequence of times c1, . . . , c2k ∈ S1 such that, the cusps of γs, 15 are at
times ci.
Assume that c1 ∈ (t0, t1) and that γs,
1
5
|Op(c1) is constant. This property will be preserved all
over the construction.
Step II. Changing the tangency type: Apply Lemma 7.4.2 combined with Lemma 7.4.12, at
most twice, to extend our family to γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 25 ], such that
(i) γs,u ∈ Leg(R3) for s ∈ (0, 1),
(ii) γi,u ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3) has a self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1×S1 for i ∈ {0, 1},
(iii) v0,
2
5 = − ddsγ
s, 2
5
|s=0 and v
1, 2
5 = ddsγ
s, 2
5
|s=1 are of type (0, 2).
Step III. Unknotting process: The first two steps in the proof of Proposition 7.4.10 readily
imply, via Lemma 7.4.7 and Theorem 7.2.5, their analogous Legendrian ones. Hence, there
exist a finite strictly increasing sequence T = {ui} in (25 , 35) and a extended family γs,u ∈
LegImm(R3), (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 35 ], such that
(i) γs,u ∈ Leg(R3) for s ∈ (0, 1) and u /∈ T ,
(ii) γi,u ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3) has a self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1×S1 for i ∈ {0, 1}
and u /∈ T ,
(iii) γs,u ∈ LegImmstrict(R3) for u ∈ T ,
(iv) v0,
3
5 = − ddsγ
s, 3
5
|s=0 and v
1, 3
5 = ddsγ
s, 3
5
|s=1 are of type (0, 2),
(v) the lobe γ
i, 3
5
|[t0,t1], i ∈ {0, 1}, is an unknot unlinked from the other one.
Step IV. Changing the formal invariants of the lobes γ
0, 3
5
|[t0,t1] and γ
1, 3
5
|[t0,t1]:
Construct a new extension γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 45 ], as follows:
(a) Between [0, 1]× [35 , 35 + 115 ] add at most one DS in γ0,
3
5 as in Figure 37 and combine
this move with Lemma 7.4.12. Thus, we may assume that
tb(γ
0, 3
5
+ 1
15
|[t0,t1] )− tb(γ
1, 3
5
+ 1
15
|[t0,t1] ) = 2k ≥ 0.
(b) Observe that a DS decreases the Thurston-Bennequin invariant by 2. Hence, we may
choose k paths bsi ∈ S1, s ∈ [0, 1], such that the beginning of the paths lies in (t0, t1)
and the end lies in S1\[t0, t1]. Create a DS along these paths defining the family in
[0, 1]× [35 + 115 , 35 + 215 ]. We obtain
tb(γ
0, 3
5
+ 2
15
|[t0,t1] ) = tb(γ
1, 3
5
+ 2
15
|[t0,t1] ).
(c) For any γ ∈ Leg(R3) we have tb(γ) + Rot(γ) ∈ 2Z+ 1. Add positive/negative DSs as
in Figure 37, combined with Lemma 7.4.12, in order to match the rotation number
of the two lobes. This defines γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [35 + 215 , 45 ].
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Figure 37. Sequence of moves to change the parity of the Thurston-
Bennequin invariant and increase/decrease the rotation number. The middle
row represents the moves in the tangencies. The upper/bottom row represents
a neighborhood of the segment.
Summary: there exists a finite increasing sequence T˜ = {ui} in (25 , 45) such that the family
γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 45 ], satisfies
(i) γs,u ∈ Leg(R3) for s ∈ (0, 1) and u /∈ T˜ ,
(ii) γi,u ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3) has a self-intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1×S1 for i ∈ {0, 1}
and u /∈ T˜ ,
(iii) γs,u ∈ LegImmstrict0 (R3) for s ∈ (0, 1) and u ∈ T˜ ,
(iv) v0,
4
5 = − ddsγ
s, 4
5
|s=0 and v
1, 4
5 = ddsγ
s, 4
5
|s=1 are of type (0, 2),
(v) the lobe γ
i, 4
5
|[t0,t1], i ∈ {0, 1}, is an unknot unlinked from the other one,
(vi) γ
0, 4
5
|[t0,t1] and γ
1, 4
5
|[t0,t1] are equivalent in FLeg(R
3).
Step V. Creating a self-intersection: Let i ∈ {0, 1}. Write ui = γi,
4
5
|[t0,t1] and l
i = γ
i, 4
5
|S1\(t0,t1).
Take an embedded disk Di whose boundary is given by ui and does not intersect li. Take
an open ball Bi containing Di such that Bi ∩ li = ∅. By Eliashberg’s classification of tight
structures in R3 [8], there exists a contactomorphism ϕi from this ball to (R3, αstd). Moreover,
ϕi can be taken to be the identity in Op(ui(c1)).
Write u˜i = ϕi(ui). By construction, the Legendrian (stabilized) unknots u˜0 and u˜1 are
equivalent in FLeg(R3). Hence, apply [9] to find an isotopy of Legendrian (stabilized) un-
knots u˜t, t ∈ [0, 1], joining them. Identify S1 ≡ [t0, t1]/t0∼t1 . Observe that by construction
u˜0|Op(c1) = u˜
1
|Op(c1). Hence, u˜
t can be chosen such that u˜t(c1) is a cusp and u˜
t
|Op(c1) is constant
along the isotopy. Take an ambient contact isotopy Φt ∈ Cont(R3, αstd) such that u˜t = Φt(u˜0)
and Φt|Op(u˜0(c1)) = Id|Op(u˜0(c1)).
Start with the family of finger germs (β˜u, v˜u), u ∈ [0, 1], produced in the smooth case. Apply
Lemma 7.4.7 to promote the finger bones into transverse ones βˆu, recalling that βˆδ is the
finger bone given by Figure 35. Homotope accordingly v˜u to vˆu Legendrian: using that the
normal bundle of βˆu is represented by ξ|βˆu .
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Pull-back βˆu to (ϕ0)∗(βˆu) and Φ1(βˆu) to (ϕ1)∗(βˆu) to produce βs as
βs =

(ϕ0)∗(βˆ
1−δ
ε
s+δ) if 0 ≤ s ≤ ε,
(ϕ0)∗(βˆ1−δ) if ε < s < 1− ε,
(ϕ1)∗(Φ1(βˆ
δ−1
ε
(s−1)+δ)) if 1− ε ≤ s ≤ 1,
a family of pre–Legendrian finger germs for γs,1. This concludes the proof. 
Remark 7.4.13. The construction allows the curve C˜ = {γi,u : u ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ {0, 1}}∪{γs,1 :
s ∈ [0, 1]} in LegImmstrict0 (R3) ⊆ LegImmstrict(R3) to be also chosen as a curve with a cusp
in the moduli space. Indeed, proceed as follows:
(i) Modify Step IV and change the formal invariants of γ
0, 3
5
|[t0,t1] and γ
1, 3
5
|[t0,t1] in order to
obtain that γ
1, 4
5
|[t0,t1] is a stabilization of γ
0, 3
5
|[t0,t1]. In other words,
tb(γ
0, 4
5
|[t0,t1]) = tb(γ
1, 4
5
|[t0,t1])− 1
and
Rot(γ
0, 4
5
|[t0,t1]) = Rot(γ
1, 4
5
|[t0,t1])± 1.
(ii) Follow the notation of Step V. The formal invariants of u˜0 and u˜1 allows to assume
that the front of u˜1 is just the front of u˜0 with a small lobe added near u˜0(t0), see
Figure 38.
Figure 38. Reidemeister moves showing that a stabilization corresponds to
adding a lobe.
Produce a family of fingers in this lobe as depicted in Figure 39 such that the final
finger does coincide with the initial finger in γ
0, 4
5
|[t0,t1]. After this operation the two
unknots are the same. Thus, follow Step V the rest of the proof to conclude. Observe
that the curve γ1,u has a cusp point which appears when the finger is crossing the
self-intersection in Figure 39.
Figure 39. Observe that the fingers germs are not “pre-Legendrian” since
their bones are not everywhere transverse. In particular, they interpolate
between −R and R.
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+ +
(a) The initial curves have the same sign.
+ -
(b) The initial curves have different sign.
Figure 40. Pairs of equivalent diagrams in Hor(R4).
7.4.3. Index 1 surgeries.
Proposition 7.4.14. The diagrams in Figure 40 are equivalent, by pairs, in Hor(R4). All
the new closed curves created have positive area function. Therefore, no new zeros appear.
Proof. We prove the equivalence between the pair of diagrams (A), the equivalence in the
pair (B) follows from the same argument and Remark 7.4.13.
Let D be a disk in LegImm(R3) which lifts to Hor(R4) and has exactly two curves C0 and
C1 of strict Legendrian immersions. Let i ∈ {0, 1} and fix γi ∈ Ci. Choose a path γs,
s ∈ [−1, 2], transversal to Ci such that Ci ∩ {γs : s ∈ [−1, 2]} = {γi}. An neighborhood
K = {γsr : (s, r) ∈ [−1, 2] × [−1, 1]} ⊆ D of the path γs may be assumed to satisfy γsr ≡ γs
for s ∈ [−1, 2].
Combine Lemma 7.2.1 and Proposition 7.4.11 to find a disk {γs,u : (s, u) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1]}
which lifts to Hor(R4) such that
• γs,0 = γs, s ∈ [0, 1],
• C˜ = {γi,u : u ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ {0, 1}} ∪ {γs,1 : s ∈ [0, 1]} is a continuous curve of strict
Legendrian immersions.
Let X be the outward pointing normal (in {γs,u : (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1]}) vector field over C˜.
Pushing C˜ in the direction of X we obtain a continuous family of disks Eq = {γs,u : (s, u) ∈
[−q, 1 + q]× [0, 1 + q] in LegImm(R3), q ∈ [0, 1], such that γs,0 = γs for each s ∈ [−1, 2] and
each Eq lifts to Hor(R4).
Consider the cube B = {γs,ur : r ∈ [−1, 1], γs,ur = γs,u ∈ E1−|r|} and the subspace K˜ = {γsr :
r ∈ [−1, 1], s ∈ [−1 + |r|, 2 − |r|]} ⊆ K. Note that γs,0r = γsr ∈ K˜. Thus, we have a natural
inclusion j : K˜ → B. Let
Y = D ∪j B
be the space obtained from D attaching B along K˜. Finally, the disk
D˜ = Y \(IntB(B) ∪ IntD(K˜))
solves the problem, see Figure 41.

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Figure 41. Construction of D˜.
7.5. Globalization. We use the theory developed in the last two subsections to prove the
main theorem of the section.
Proof of Theorem 7.1.1. Let γθ be a loop of horizontal embeddings. Assume that RotL(γ
θ) =
0 and Area(γθ) = 0.
Let D be a generic disk in LegImm(R3) whose boundary is given by {γθG}. Apply successively
Proposition 7.3.1 to assume that each curve of strict Legendrian immersions in D has as much
one zero of the area function. Since Area(γθ) = 0 the number of zeros is even. If D has not
zeros then we are done. Hence, assume that D has a positive number of zeros and write
β1, . . . , β2n to denote them.
Let Ck ⊆ D be the curve of strict Legendrian immersions that contains βk, k ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}.
It is sufficient to show that we can do a surgery along any two curves C1 and C2 to produce
a new curve of strict Legendrian immersions that contains the zeros β1 and β2. Application
of Proposition 7.3.1 provides by induction the required result.
Figure 42. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 7.1.1, for N = 4.
Fix an embedded curve βt which starts at β1 and ends at β2; satisfying that it is transverse
to the curves of strict Legendrian immersions in D and intersects them at times tk = 1 + kN ,
k ∈ {0, . . . , N}. Fix a small neighborhood βrt , r ∈ [−δ, δ], of the curve βt. Apply Lemma
7.4.14 to β
(−1)k δ
2
|[tk,tk+1], k ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} (see Figure 42). Now β1 and β2 are in the same curve
of strict Legendrian immersions and can be canceled out.
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